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10 Best SUV Providers Named by bestofluxury.com for January 2014

bestofluxury.com discloses standings of best luxury sports utility vehicle companies for January
2014.

(PRWEB) January 04, 2014 -- The 10 best luxury sports utility vehicle companies have been revealed by
bestofluxury.com for the month of January 2014. Each month the independent evaluation team spends time
identifying and reporting the best luxury companies around the world to assist businesses in selecting the best
luxury sports utility vehicle manufacturer to meet their specific needs. The principal goal of bestofluxury.com
is to assist customers of luxury companies in scouring for talented companies based on established standards
created by researchers and industry analysts. The resulting standards are used to determine which solutions
produce the best experience for customers with updates on a monthly basis.

In order to produce the best rankings possible based on the most detailed examination of SUV consultants the
independent research team spends countless hours analyzing industry trends and market research. Each
highlighted SUV company has been tested across five areas of evaluation. The five areas are crucial to
establishing the comparative performance of the company in relation to major competitors within the industry.
To produce an even more detailed examination the independent research team also contacts a minimum of three
customer referrals of competing SUV consultants.

To view the listings of the top luxury SUV manufacturers click here.

About bestofluxury.com

bestofluxury.com is a producer of affluent living evaluations. The first goal of bestofluxury.com is to uncover
and release those individuals or providers providing top affluent living solutions available. Luxury sports utility
vehicle providers are put through a methodical investigation to ensure the standings contain the absolute best
providers the affluent living industry has to offer.

Luxury SUV consultants interested in being evaluated and revealed can visit:

http://bestofluxury.news-prs.com/us/apply-for-rankings
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If you have any questions regarding information in these press releases please contact the company listed in the press release. Our complete disclaimer
appears here - PRWeb ebooks - Another online visibility tool from PRWeb

Contact Information
Marc Stephens
bestofluxury.com
http:// bestofluxury.com
855-297-4275

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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